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The Chamber of Advocates of the RA received the
President of the RA Constitutional Court Gagik
Harutyunyan and Prosecutor General of the RA Gevorg
Kostanyan. The President of the RA Constitutional Court
Gagik Harutyunyan  represented the main provisions of
the  concept of the constitutional reforms. Gagik
 Harutyunyan talked particularly about the human rights
and about the suggested changes regarding to the Judicial
branch.  Prosecutor General of the RA Gevorg Kostanyan
also had a speech mentioning that he has been
participating  to the public debate in the professional
groups on the concept of constitutional reforms for the
first time and he stressed the importance to participate to
that discussion with the advocates.

The Chairman of the Chamber of Advocates mentioned,
that the changes  of the governing form suggested  by the
concept will ,  in some sense, hinder the  professional
sound discussions  regarding to the  reforms  of human
rights , as  public has an impression  that the reforms of
human rights are of a secondary importance.

GAgik Harutyunyan and Gevorg Kostanyan answered to
the  advovates’questions, which are mainly associated
with the  two - stage  court system and with the
investment  of the institute of juries. Regarding to this
Gevorg Kostanyan  said “That the cisrcumstance  brings
to such kind of solutions  that we must do systemic
changes to bring it to the perfection  and not vice versa,
which does not develop the right, and I have a deep
conviction  to be present especially I myself  to the
advocates meetings, why , because  in the professional
field  the discussions are  more effective  for me and for
all. And according to discussions with you I can form my 
approaches”. Refering to the structure  and the functions
of  judicial branch Gevorg  Kostanyan mentioned , that
according to the current Constitution  all the margins of
the Courts are  marked, but in our life in Armenia  the
margins are endless, uncertain and vague.
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